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PRICE WATCH

We conducted a survey to see how we measure up against
our competitors. Below are some highlights:

By Johann Mynhardt, SAU CEO

A warm welcome back to all our
brokers, business partners, suppliers
and staff who took some well-deserved
time off over the summer season.
2015 started off on a positive note with
the large decrease in the fuel price
and inflation coming in well below
expectations. The latest Transunion
Consumer Credit Index also shows
signs of improving consumer financial
health. If that sets the tone for the rest
of the year, I imagine that 2015 will be an
exceptional and rewarding year.
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NEWS
CAR PRICE INFLATION

SET TO RELAX
The new year has ushered in relatively mild new-vehicle
price increases in South Africa - with a few notable
exceptions - as the auto industry bids to win back
consumers after a stagnant market in 2014.

Last year saw a 0.7% decline in newvehicle sales to 644 523 units after four
consecutive years of growth, as consumers
felt the pinch of slightly higher interest
rates, above-average price increases, and
tougher credit restrictions at banks. Price
hikes hit hard last year with new-vehicle
inflation averaging 7.15% compared
with 3.8% in 2013, while also affecting
sales was the fact that fewer people
were granted finance, particularly in the
entry-level car segment where the credit
approval rate dropped from over 40% to
approximately 25%.
The good news is that new-car price
inflation seems to be flattening out, and the
market can look forward to price stability

in 2015. However, the performance of the
rand remains a risk.
A number of auto companies raised their
new-vehicle prices this month and the
increases were generally mild, in the 1-2%
range, while some brands kept their prices
the same. However, bucking the trend was
Mercedes which hiked its prices between
3.5 and 5%, and 7% in the case of the
E-class. Jeep’s increases were also above
the industry average at around 3.5%, up to
7.7% for certain of its Cherokee derivatives.
The Juke took a price leap of between
3.9% and 7.4% depending on model, in
contrast to the rest of Nissan’s line up which
averaged an increase of around 1.5%.

Industry experts predict another tough sales
market in 2015 due to potential interest rate
hikes, along with possible developments
around changes in company car taxation.
New-vehicle price hikes have resulted in
a booming second-hand market, with the
ratio between the sale of new and used
cars now standing at 1.75 to 1 compared
to 1.25 to 1in 2013.
“The desirability of second hand vehicles are
at an all-time high,” says Jeff Osborne, head
of Gumtree Automotive. “Owners are opting
for [used] vehicles with existing maintenance
plans and similar specs to cars they’ve
owned in the past or currently own.”
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Don’t forget to visit our new
download information hub
for “all-things-awesome”
Get the latest news, finest marketing flyers
and software solutions to go.
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TRUST ISSUES
CUSTOMERS TRUST BANKS MORE
THAN INSURERS, SURVEY REVEALS
South African consumers have significantly more trust in their banks than they do their insurance companies,
which would do well to up their levels of engagement with customers, a new online survey from advisory
firm EY reveals.
The level of customer trust enjoyed by local insurers is 62%, compared with the 81% enjoyed by banks and
78% by online shopping sites, according to EY’s Global Customer Insurance Survey.

It never hurts to be prepared
A first aid kit
When the power is cut you are more at risk of having an
accident. The potential lack of light makes it important
that you have first aid items gathered together.

A source of lighting
Candles and matches are a good idea to include, but
your first light source should be a battery powered
torch. These are safer and do not present the same
danger of fire. Consider how many members of the
family there are and how many torches you will need.
Don’t forget spare batteries.

Things to consider...
Communication
Make sure that your cellphone’s battery is fully charged
at all times. Not only is this a good idea regardless of the
circumstances, but when landline telecommunications
are interrupted due to power outages, you will need
your cellphone to reach the outside world.

Transport
Adequate fuel in your vehicle is another precaution,
given that pumps at petrol stations cannot be operated
during power outages. The same goes for ATMs,
therefore some cash stored in a safe place at home
is a good idea.

Electric doors and gates
To ensure that you will be able to get into (and out
of) you home, release automatic electric garage door
mechanisms and switch electric security gates to
manual operation. Refrain from opening the refrigerator
door during a power outage as this will allow the cold
air to escape. By keeping the door closed, a power
outage of up to four hours will not cause food to spoil
in the fridge, while a freezer should keep frozen food
safe for at least a day.

Safety
We urge South Africans to remain vigilant, as a trend
is emerging whereby criminals take advantage of
lowered security levels during load shedding hours.

READ MORE

The report, which asked 50 questions of 24 000 consumers in 30 countries, included 800 respondents
from South Africa. Globally, trust differences between banks and insurers are not as pronounced, with 70%
of respondents expressing trust in insurers, compared with 82% in banks.
Speaking to journalists in Johannesburg on Wednesday, Graham Handy, EY’s global insurance customer leader,
said one of the reasons for low trust in insurers was the infrequent contact they had with their customers.
The transactional nature of banks meant they fulfilled customer promises almost daily, Handy explained,
whereas insurance was a long-term promise generally tested only at claims stage.
Insurance sector leader for EY Africa, Malcolm Rapson pointed out that this also meant that where a
consumer encountered negative reports of claims experiences, either in the media or from third parties,
they didn’t always have their own experience to fall back on.
Despite low levels of trust, loyalty runs high. In South Africa, 78% of respondents said they were likely or very
likely to recommend their insurance provider to friends or relatives. This was higher than the global response’s
64% and significantly higher than the UK’s 49%.
More than 50% of South Africans said they would recommend an insurance provider that they had left in
the last 18 months (global: 67%).
Alongside new and existing customer then, Rapson said the third important group was “ex-customers who
left their insurer for a non-emotional reason such as a price point and still hold them in high regard and
who the insurer could win back”.
EY suggests the dominance of a few large players in the local market and the importance of brand equity
as possible reasons for this.
On switching short-term insurance providers, however, the South African and global responses were more
aligned at 22% and 27%, respectively.
All respondents – as reasons to leave an insurer in the next 12 months – most commonly cited the costs
and terms of an insurance policy. Policy benefits were the second most common reason and level of service
rendered, third.

Since insurers have so few interactions with their
customers, each one becomes a significant opportunity to
shape customer perception, EY says.
The majority of customer opinions changed for the better after an interaction with their insurer, but nearly
half the respondents had had no interaction with their insurer in the last 18 months.
Nearly twice as many South African respondents (70%) said they wanted contact from their insurer more
than once a year, although less than half were in fact getting it. Around 10-15% said they don’t want contact
at all, highlighting the need to make communication personal.
“Insurers that communicate the most appropriately will grow customers,” Rapson said.
Sixty-seven percent of South African respondents selected email as their desired channel for outbound
contact, with 16% choosing mobile app and 36% in-person contact.
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RESOLUTIONS

GOAL SETTING

IDEAS FOR

2015

New Year’s resolutions are like traffic. As the driver, your focus is intent while
trying to “get there;” you see others pass you by; you get held up at a red
light that slows down progress. Distractions such as the radio, crazy drivers,
cellphones (in some states) preclude you from focusing on the one thing you
should: the road ahead. In other words, New Year’s resolutions come and go,
ebb and flow, only to be revisited the following year.

To fill the inspiration gap, here are four
goal-setting ideas to spur that sleepy
motivation monster inside.
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Eat better (and by “better”
I mean healthy)

Read a book per month
Download Amazon kindle to your
smartphone (I’m assuming you
have one.
After all, it is almost 2015)
so you can read anywhere
and everywhere you go. Take
advantage of those little slivers
of time throughout the day to
educate yourself and stay current
on knowledge and industry trends.

Improve time management
Make a list of daily distractions. It
might help to journalize throughout
the course of a day or week, the
attention grabbers that deter you
from your work. Now delete them.
Of course, you’ll have to weigh out
the risk of doing so. If office “fires”
tend to arise out of nowhere, block
off an hour of “white space” on your
calendar every day to ensure you
get the personal time you need.

Pack a lunch. Instead of going out
for a burger at lunch, bring your own
food so you know how much of what
(i.e. carbohydrates, proteins, fat)
you’re about to ingest.

Workout at least three
times a week
Decide on one of three routines:

If lunchtime is part of company
culture, eat a healthy snack before
going out so you don’t overindulge
in garbage.

1. Workout before work

It may seem like a long road to adopt
a new habit, but just think how fast
2014 passed us by. How do you want
to feel at the end of 2015?

Studies also show that people who
workout in the morning are more
likely to stick with their new routine
because they’re less lethargic at the
end of the day.

2. Workout at lunchtime during work
3. Workout immediately after work

Protect one of your most important assets and
your livelihood with the total loss protection policy
The Total Loss Protect policy will compensate you if the
damage to your vehicle exceeds 75% of the current market
value or if your vehicle is stolen or hi-jacked.

Download Product Flyer Here

ON THE LIGHTER SIDE

This year I received a
Valentine’s Day card signed
from “You know who”.
What I can’t understand is
why Vodemort is sending
me a Valentine’s Card!

“So...do you have a date for
Valentine’s Day?”
“Yup, 14th February!”

Because love isn’t quite
complicated enough as it is :)

HAPPY SINGLES
AWARENESS DAY

Is your body from
Mc Donalds?
...Beacuse I’m
lovin it!

Just for fun
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